
End of 4th Month: Complete the funding arrangements, and the Northside Peripheral Parking - As envisioned, this station would

legal and contractual requirements. be constructed in conjunction with the peripheral parking pro-
gram. One or two parking structures located between Union and

End of 10th Month: Acquire vehicle fleet. Beaver near Hogan, containing a minimum of 1,500 parking

End of 12th Month: Initiate operations and begin Phase 1I spaces, should be constructed with direct access to the fixed-

Program. guideway people-mover station. More than 3,385 persons park-
ing within the facility would use the people mover for access to
the CBD. Additional persons would transfer to this station from

PHASE II - PROPOSED PEOPLE-MOVER SYSTEM
buses.

A fixed-guideway people-mover system running from the Florida Hemming Park Area Center - A fixed-guideway people-mover
Junior College Campus through the downtown core area via station is proposed near Monroe and Hogan. It would be highly inte-
Hogan and to the Gator Bowl Sports Complex via Water and Bay grated with the proposed pedestrian mall down Hogan, and easy
Streets is recommended as the initial stage of a grade-separated access provided to the mid-block pedestrian concourse and pedes-
transit system for downtown Jacksonville. The map on the fac- trian arcade system proposed in the Downtown Plan, through
ing page shows the location of the Proposed People-Mover Sys- the Spine Development between Hogan and Laura down to the
ter. A two-direction guideway would be constructed and sta- riverfront. The land-use activities expected within the eight
tions integrated as closely as feasible with adjacent buildings, blocks adjacent to Hemming Park will attract 22 percent or
other transit facilities, and pedestrian access points. 33,700, of the people going to the CBD on an average 1990

weekday.

Station Locations Atlantic Bank-Sears, Roebuck Area Center - Another fixed-
guideway people-mover station is proposed to serve this activity

Florida Junior College - This station would be the northernmost center near Bay and Hogan. Pedestrian access and transfers
extension of the Phase II fixed-guideway system. It can be uni- from surface bus and minibus operations will be conveniently
quely designed and integrated into the planned expansion of the provided. The Atlantic Bank; Sears, Roebuck Complex; and
Junior College. Campus circulation and access to the station the two blocks to the east are expected to attract 16 percent, or
could be accomplished by pedestrianways, minibuses, tram- 24,500, of the people traveling to the CBD in 1990 each week-
ways, moving sidewalks, escalators, etc. The station would be day. The actual location of this station may be altered after
supplemented by both the conventional bus system and a pro- the decision is made about mass rapid transit interface within
posed Springfield area minibus loop system. the CBD.


